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ABSTRACT
 
A, new distributed parameter "novel" null device has been 
designed, simulated, and fabricated. It is based on Kaufman's "Novel" 
Null Device, but has the added feature of tunability. Tunability is 
implemented by considering the two elements of Kaufman's filter as 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A a surface area 
angstrom unit = 10-10 meter 
C total capacitance of series element 
( a generalized capacitance 
CGC, capacitance between gate and channel of a MOS-FET 
CCS capacitance 'between channel and substrate of a MOS-FET, 
C o capacitance per unitlength, 
Pox capacitance per unit 'area of'the gate oxide of a MOS-FET 
°C " degree centigrade 
d length of the uniformly distributed RC'line 
D length of the shunt MOS-FET channel-
Ein potential across input terminals of network 
Eout potential across output terminals of network 
fnull the desired null frequency (in Hertz) 
g transconductance of a MOS-FET 
H(s) transfer function of network 
I-in current flowing into input terminals of network 
Khz kilohertz 
Z the length of a current carrying resistive element 
Mhz megahertz 
mil lO­3 inch 
MOS-CV metal oxide semiconductor capacitance versus voltage 








R total resistance of series element
 




rO resistance per unit length
 





t thickness of a layer
 
torr pressure expressed in millimeters of mercury
 
URC uniformly distributed RC line
 
VA bias of seriesMOS-FET with respect to the substrate
 
VB bias of shuntMOSIET with respect to the substrate
 
gate voltage of a MOS-FET with respect to the substrate
VG 

VT turn of voltage of a MOS-FET
 
VCVS voltage controlled voltage source
 
w width of the series MOS-FET channel
 
W width of the shunt MOS-FET channel 
Z impedance 
Zo characteristic impedance of uniformly distributed RC line 
ZURC total impedance of'a uniformly distributed RC line, 
Zl Z2,1 Z3. Z4, Zll Z12,Z21,Z22,Zseries,Zshunt impedance of nul- network 
G a pure number which is derived equal t6 17.7985 
7 a frequency variable equal to 
P transmission coefficient of a uniformly ,distributed RC line 
Eo permitivity of free space 
(silicon the relative permitivity of silicon 
CSiO2 the relative permitivity of silicon dioxide 
p micron = 10-6 meter 
I-n mobility of an electron 
a complex frequency variable 
p bulk resistivity 
P surface'resistivity 
CD frequency variable 
Wl a fixed radian frequency of a particular network 
O'null the desired null radian frequenhy 
CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Introduction
 
"novel" distributed parameter notch filter-wa first described 
in 1959 by W. M . Kaufman. 1 Figure 1(a) is a schematic sketch of his 
distributed R-C series element with its shunting resistor. He adapted 
his distributed network from the standard bridged-tee type of null 
network. An early source reference for the bridged-tee null network 
is Scott2 who proposed such a selective circuit in 1938. Figure l(b)
 
is a schematic sketch of Scott's tvin-tee. Kaufman fabricated his
 
"novel" distributed network in both the thick film screened regime, 
and on a large geometry silicon substrate. This type of null device has 
been used in many types of selective circuits, both as filter and as
 
feedback element in oscillators and selective amplifiers. Kaufman's
 
circuit does, however, have one fundamental limitation in that it is
 
fixed in frequency and this frequency is fixed rigidly by the construc­
tion employed. The frequency can be varied slightly if the shunting
 
resistor is varied, but this technique also limits sensitivity. Many
 
suggested improvements have been made for this type of filter to
 
improve its tunability while still maintaining it selectivity. One such
 
improvement is suggested by Wyndrum3 and is included as Figure l(c). 
In it, he proposes essentially a variable resistor and a variable 
capacitor in the shunt leg of the filter. This does improve the tuna­
bility while maintaining selectivity, but it is not a single adjustment; 
1 
2 
it is a pair of matched adjustments, the adjustments being mechanically
 
done and in addition, these adjustments are limited over a specific
 
tuning range. Another modification is described by Golembeski4 drawn
 
as Figure l(d), in which he proposes tuning the device by using one
 
fixed resistor in parallel with the distributed R-C element, and one
 
variable "shunt" leg resistor. This network is tunable over limited
 
frequency ranges. Roy and Shenoi5 describe sev.eral notch networks using
 
distributed R-C elements. The R-C-cbnfigurations that they demonstrate
 
are presented as Figure l(e-j). Another modification-is patented by
 
Medwin.6 His modification of the network is presehted as Figure l(k)
 
and he essentially uses a bridged-tee configuration of a split channel
 
Metal Oxide Silicon Field effect Transistor (MOS-FET)", which is"still
 
limited in variability over a range of approximately 7 to 30Mhz. A
 
'finalmodification has been patented by Evans,7 which is not redrawn.
 
In it Evans uses fixed capacitors and two-variable resistance MOS-FET's
 
in a standard configuration to approximate an H-C filter, where no
 
distributed effects are considered.
 
This thesis addresses itself towards a further improvement of
 
Kaufman's type filter with two distinct advantages. This improvement
 
will make the filter tunable electronically over a wider range than has
 
been available and it will result in -acircuit which is compatible with' 
the silicon planar technology. Essentially, the improvement is to
 
consider the large geometry MOS-FET as a distributed element in Kaufman's
 
,filter regime. That is, to use the gate to channel resistance as a
 










(a) Kaufman's distributed RC novel notch network.
 
(b) Scott's twin tee,
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.are fabricated as a pair, the channel resistances per unit length may 
be forced to vary together with bias in a fixed ratio which will force
 
continuous tuning over a wider range.
 
This device pair is drawn in cross section in Figure 2. The
 
pair demonstrates that two MOS-FET's are used as the distributed and
 
control devices. They are the insulated gate n-inverted channel type 
and are to be fabricated on p-substrates. The principles involved do 
not necessarily restrict the concept to this regime, but this is the
 
approach that has been adopted. That is, these devices could be equally
 
well fabricated in a p-inverted channel regime., or for either the n- or
 
p-type accumulation regime but, however, for the depletion type of
 
realization, the resistance per unit length would be non-uniform and 




This thesis takes elements from network analysis to predict the
 
.characteristics of a Kaufman type filter in Chapter I, then takes 
MOS-FET carrier relations from the literature, to design the filter in
 
Chapter II. On design completion, a computed network solution is
 
presented to demonstrate realizability of the characteristics also in
 
Chapter II, and finally, the actual filter i-s fabricated tin the labora­
tory and it is analyzed. The emphasis of this thesis is; however, to
 
describe the experimental processes used in fabricating the device and 
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The equations for Kaufman's "novel" null may be derived by
 




.Z 	Lecoth r d esch ]
o 	 (1)
 
sch r d coth
 
with the characteristic impedance of the line Z and the transmission 
coefficient r and a line whose length is 'd. 
For 	the uniformily distributed R-C'case (U3CY:
 
= 0Z 0 

where ro and c. are,, respectively the resistance and capacitance
 






ZUC SC ch d sro6o coth d srocoj 
or
 








URC 	 Zll Z12(4 
121 Z2 1 
The network has been represented as an equivalent tee in Figure 5(a). 
The variables in Figure 3 are: 
Zl = zll - Zl2 
Z2 = Z22 - Z21 
and 
Z5 = Z21. 
But since the network is uniform and symmetrical, then it is bilateral 
and therefore both Z11 = Z2 2 and = Z21. In single subscriptedZ1 2 
notation this is: 




If now, one additional impedance is added into the branch containing
 
Z3 of the tee equivalent, the new network may be given unique features.
 
Redrawing the tee now in Figure 3(b) and calling the new impedance Zk.
 
For later discussion Z1 and Z2 may be described as Zseries 
and the combination of Z and Z4 may be described as Zshunt. 
10 







(a) Tee representation of URC.
 
in '-z Iout 
In3--_j URC 1 Eout ' 
(b) RC tee with additional impedance Z4 .
 
Figure 3-- Tee representations of the uniformly distributed RC network.
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It is now expedient to write the open circuit transfer function'
 
for this network. From Figure 3(b)
 
Ein = Iin (zl + Z3 + Z4)-
Eout = in (Z3 + Zh) 
Z 4  
H(,s) =Eut Z3 + ( 
Ein Z1 +-Z 3 + Z4 
In terms of the two subscripted notation equation (5) becomes: 
H(sY Z4 + Z12 (6) 
%Zi + z1 
or equivalently
 
z4 o csch (a'osoc7
H(s) Z (7) 
z+ cotti (a.Jrc 0) 
t 
Assume Z4 is resistive only and has a value Rx . 
cch (d ffsrc 0 )Rx +I 
H(s) (8) 




H(s) -- sinh (a Vsro) (9) 
Rsinh (d 's c) + r cash (a q JE~) 








22-. 1/2(A frequency variable) 
- ro (A pure number)
 
(W) = (i + = '! + J)(Fa1/2 (A complex frequency variable) 












H(P) = 	m + P sinh p (12)
cosh p + p sinh -P 
This is 	Kaufman's equation in his original ,notation.
 
Setting the numerator equal to zero gives
 
o=m+gsinh (4) 	 (13)
 
Substituting in terms of complex frequency variables-to find 
solutions gives 
0 . + [(I + j)7] sit [1(l +p )7] (14) 
or expanding,once in terms of the real frequency variable Y gives 
0 = a + 	(7 + j7)(sinh 7 cosh jy + cosh 7 • sinh 37) (15) 
or 
0 = m.+ (7 + j7)(sinh 7 cos 7 + cosh 7 3 sin 7) (16) 
and expanding still further gives 
0 = m+7 sinh 7 cos Y-7 cosh 7 sin 7+j7 cosh 7 sin 7+j7 sinh Y cos7Y 
(17)
 
If one separates the real and imaginary parts and then solves for the 
imaginary part of equation (17) one gets: 
cosh 7 sin 7 = -sinh 7 cos y (18a) 
or 
tan 7- = -tanh 7 (19a) 
Similarly for the real part one gets:
 
m = 	7 cosh 7 sin 7 - 7 cos 7 sinh 7 (18b) 
From solving equation (19a) numerically on a HP 9100A desk calculator 
one gets the following y's. 
71 	= 2.3650 
= 4.7124/2 

73 = 5.4978 
= 74 7.854o 













G4 : 10115"81.' 
The denominator of 9(jw) has the equatioh 
D(3n) = G cosh i + p sinh 4. 	 (20) 
Expanding this denominator function for evaluation gives:
 
D(jT") = m,cosh(7 + J7) + (Y + jy)-'sinh (Y + jr) (21) 
D(jn ) = (),(cosh, 7 * cosh j7 + sinh 7 * sinh iz) 
+ 	 (7 + j7)(sinh 7 • cosh jY + cosh 7 sinh j7) (22) 
D(jy) = m cosh cos 7 + aj sinh 7 sin y + 7 sinh 7 cos 7 
- 7 cosh 7 sin 7 + j7 cosh l sin y + jy sinh 7 cos 7 (25) 
Separating into real and imaginary parts, one gets: 
Re D(j7) = a cosh 7 cos 7 + 7 sinh 7 cos 7 - 7 cosh 7 sin 7 (24a) 
Im D(j7) = a sinh 7 sin 7 + 7 cosh 7 sin 7 + 7 sinh 7 cos 7 (24b) 
al,Now substituting in Yl gives: 
Re D(jyl) = -85.9655 (25a) 
mI = D(j71 ) =-+65.8017 (25b) 








2 = 5.5932 
then 
Cnull 5-5932IM1 
or in the original notation: 
2(5.5932')








IT equations (26) and (27) are used in designing a semiconductor
 
network, and if such relations are practical to implement, the network
 







A Kaufman type "novel" null network'is a reasonable extenslion of 
the traditional Metal Oxide Silicon Field EffectTransistor (MOS-FET), 
and the MOS-FET offers a logical solution for some of the tunability
 
problems of the null network.
 
Because of the bias versus channel resistivity relationship of
 
the MOS-FET, it is possible to vary the equivalent surface resistance of
 
the channel electrically (or optically or thermally). Advantage may be
 
taken from this relationship if adequate geometries and bias operating
 




If in equation (27), can be constrained to be the constant
 
17.7985 while the absolute magaitudes of rod and Rx are somehow
 
adjustable electrically with c0d considered to be fixed, then the
 
1 
frequency %null will vary with' F-- . 
0 
If one starts with a relationship for a generalized resistance)
 
as a function of a bulk resistivity, p, and dimensions, 1, a length,
 
and A, surface area normal to a current flow in a resistive material.
 
Now let 2 be identically equal to d and A be identically equal to
 








let p and t be electrically variable as a pair and d and w be
 
fixed by the geometry and the process. Let (n/t) also be described by
 








if now both the distributed resistor rod and.the shunting resistor 
Rx are fabricated on the same substrate by the same techniques and 
'are biased appropriately, then their p. will be the same. 
Therefore, 
17.7985 = -(28), 
or (j)may be removed from the problem and thi6 pr blem now results in
 










There are three implicit problems in this simplification. The 
first problem is that for t (osat oP)h eiet  be the same constant f r both d vices
 
19 
they must -be biased to the same potential with respect to their own
 




'The second problem is that to this point all capacitive effects
 
have been ignored for Z4, that is Rx was assumed to be equal to Z4 .
 
Since Rx is essentially a MOS-FET, the channel resistance is varied
 
essentially by a capacitive effect, but it is desirable to minimize the
 
capacitance. For this purpose was chosen equal to 1, since for a
 
minimal rectangular geometry, this is a convenient shape. This problem
 
is difficult to analyze in closed form so a computed solution will be
 
used to determine to what extent the small capacitance is negligible.
 
The third problem is the maintenance of a constant capacitance
 
through the "tuning range". That is over the range of (t)values 
(cad) must be either ideally constant or at least predictable in which 
case the bias versus null dependence will become complicated. This 
problem may also be sidestepped by a judicious choice of MOS type. At 
frequencies above 10 lKhz for an "inverted" channel, the capacitance is 
constant over a wide range of bias values. Then the devices chosen to
 
implement this filter type are essentially one large area inverted
 
MOS-FET whose length is 17.7985 times the width, and one small square
 




A good nominal frequency foi design of such a pair is 100 Khz,
 
since it is a frequency commonly used in voltage contrblled oscillators,
 
which is one general area where this type of device offers unique
 
20 
application. It is expected to be tunable over a wide range of frequen­
cies from approximately 10 Khz to perhaps 5 Mhz, the useful range of
 
this type of MOS-FET.
 
If now, 100 Xhz is chosen as the design frequency with the bias
 
voltages of each of the gates with respect to their substrate (VG) while
 
referenced to the turn-on voltage (VT) of the invividual MOS-PET being
 
(VG - VT); and additionally, both being chosen as 1.64 volts nominally,
 
such a device pair may be designed.
 
For this particular construction, 1 ohm centimeter p-type
 
material was chosen for the host substrate 'for two reasons, convenience
 








but this is for the bulk. Fbr athin film however,8 n- 500 cm2/V-sec.
 
Since fnull is chosen to be 10Kiz,
 
null = 5.5932 ml (from equation ('26)) 







 roco = 1.78037 X 10 (32) 
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If an inverted ,channel is used as the distributed element and
 
the frequencies are greater than or equal to 10 Khz, the capacitance
 
between gate and channel and channel and ground may be represented as
 
the two capacitors CGC and CCS as shown in Figure 4.
 
There are two capacitors for this circuit biasing regime: CGC
 
is the capacitance between the gate and channel ,due to the oxide alone
 
and CCS is, the capacitance between the channel and the substrate due
 
to the depletion region between the channel and the substrate.
 
Looking at these capacitances in more general form where C- is 
a generalized capacitance, Eo is the permitivity of free space, e is 
the relative permitivity of dielectric, A is the surf&ce area of the 
capacitor and t is the dielectric thickness. 
t 
Calculating CCS first with esilicon"reported in Grove9 equal to 11.7 
and assuming that the depletion layer thickness,for the substrate 
material is approximately 0.5W as reported in Grove1o then, 
CCS, (11.7)(8.84 Xx1-12) X 102 q•m 
(5 X 10-7.(102) 
"
CCS 2.0718.X 164 pf/cm2 (33) 
If the gate to ,channel dielectric is 'chosen to be-3000L of thermally 




- CAPACITANCEOF OXIDE DIELECTRIC = CGC 
CHANNEL 0 
.- CAPACITANCE OF DIODES IN CHANNEL TO SUBSTRATErISOLATION -'CCS- . 
SUBSTRATE TC 
Figure 1 -,Equivalent inverted channel capacitances. 
23 
then 






CGC= 1.00345 X 104 pf/cm2 (34) 
then finally,
 
eo =o00345 X 104 w pfcm.
 
Now CGC represents the desired.capabitance in the nov~l null device 
and CCS represents a parasitic capacitance between the channel of the 
device and ground. This effective shunting capacitance iay have three 
effects on the device; first it may Tower thA Q of the, null device; 
secondly,, it may shift the null frequency slightly from ,the 'predicted 
value, and thirdly it may cause attenuation over all the range of the
 
null, but will be more pronounced at the higher frequencies. CGS "is 
ignored here but will be treated in this analysis as -aparasitic in the 
numerical analysis, since it does not enter directly into the null 
effect. 
Since by equation (29)
 
r c d2 = RC= 1.78037 x l0-5 
it is now possible to get an approximation for an adequate value of d. 
Since for an inversion n-channel MOS-FET the channel conductance, g,
 
is given by 11 
24 
.o (Pm)Cox-j{VT) (36) 
vhere is the electron mobility; Cox is the gate to chanel 
capacitance and (VG - VT) is the- bIas voltage referenced to VT, the 
turn on voltage for the device. 
The channel resistance-is then R, the reciprocal of g, or
 
) ( GT) 




Substituting these relations into equation (29) gives
 
1.78037 x l05 = ( (Cox)(wd) (39) 
-Simplifying this gives
 
a = pn(V@ - VT') (1.78037 x i0 - 5) ('0a) 
2 
10-3)  
d = (VG - VT)(8.90185 x (40b,) 
For
 
(v0 - vT) = 1.64 v. (41) 
25 
which is a reasonable bias voltage, 
d = 0.121 cm. = 0.05084 inches, (42) 
then equation (30) requires 
w = 0.006798 cm. = 0.00268 inches (43) 
For a minimal geometry configuration it is convenient to let 
D = 0.5 mil 1.27 x 10-3 cm. (44) 
and therefore, 
W 0.5 mil 1.27 X 10- 3 cM. (45) 
It is now reasonable to compute the total channel resistance and 
capacitance for both the series and the shunting MOS-FET's, for a bias 
voltage (VG - VT) equal to 1.64 V. By equation (37) 
R = ___'1 VT1x) 
and by equation (38) 
R 2,163 M 
C= a0x(wd) 




Similarly for the shunt device
 
R = 0.1215 M5, (48)s 

Cs = .618"x lo-6'bf. (49)
 
The tunability curve of this network is expected to vary with
 
voltage as does ro. That is, from equations (26),and (31),.
 
manull =' 5.5932 (22)2 (5o) 
but with co and d considered to be fixed, then. 'null varies with
 
the reciprocal of ro . But it must be noted from equation (37) that
 
r 1) 1 (51 
r0 =( )(oLx){VG -VT) X1 
then since C'nuli varies reciprocally with ro and since ro varies
 
reciprocally with the bias voltage (VG - VT),, then the frequency Onull 
varies directly with voltage.
 
As a matter of fact, in general
 
Wnull (5.5932)(2)I)()( ) 
or
 






This is the tunability relationship which is valid for any substrate or
 
any bias provided the network is designed to make parasitics negligible.
 
Simulation 
In this section, two distinct networks arediscussed, both being 
approximations to the null network. Each network will be approximated 
for solution on DLANET, a digital computer program which solves the 
transfer functions of networks composed of three terminal distributed-
R-C devices. This program is officially entitled "DLAET - A Digital 
Computer Program for the Analysis,of Distributed, Lumped,, Active 
Networks" and was written by I. P. Huelsman1 2' at the University of 
Arizona. This -programwas adapted to be compatible with the CDC 6600 
computer which is available and this program was used to vrepare the 
results discussed in this chapter. 
First, frequency response of the- transferfunction of the 
idealized network will be discussed. 'Then the',Trequency response of 
the transfer function of the idealized networkwith both the'parasitic 
and actual measurement loading .conditions expected will be discussed. 
The idealized network with its values described preViously in 
equations (46) - ('49)-: 
Eseries =2.1 UPl
 
s(VA - VT) =1.64 v. 
Cseries =8.232 pt.
 
Rshunt 0.1215 M Pi ( ­
0shunt =1.618 X 10-6 pj (v3 - 1.6. -V.
 
28 
is redrawn together with its bias supplies as Figure 5(a.) with VT the 
turn on voltage for each device and VA and VB the bias' voltage's. 
For the sake of compatibility with DLANET, a unity gain, voltage 
controlled voltage source is added to the network in Figure 5(b.). The'
 
network of Figure 5(b) is amenable then to direct solution on a digital
 
computer by use of DLANET.
 
The proposed network has been solved for numerical results on 
DLANET. The plotted computer results are presented as Figure 6. 
The network is essentially solved by a lumped element approach, and the 
distributed element is approximated by up to fifty "L" sections. Both 
distributed devices have been approximated"here by fifty 'L" sections. 
Examining five possible network bias points with VA = VB gives the 
five values in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Calculated circuit Predicted 
Plotted point Bias voltage values null frequencies 
A) (VA - VT) = o.164 V Rseries = 2163 M fnull = 10 Khz 
Eshunt = 1.215 M 
B) (VA - VT) = 0.82 V Rseries = 4.326 MR fnull = 50 Khz 
Rshun = 0.2430 MQt 
C) (VA - VT) = 1.64 V Rseries = 2.163 MR flul! = 100 Ehz 
Rshunt = 0.0215 MR 
D) (VA - VT) = 3.28 V Rseries = 1.082 MR fnu-l = 200 Khz 
shunt -
E) (VA - VT) = 16.4 V Rseries = 0.2163 Ma fnull = I Mhz 
Rshunt = 0.01215 MR 
29 
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with element values and 
(b) Null network 

Tor simulation.
Figure 5-- Proposed null network 
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These predicted results are verified and plotted by the computer analy­
sis. The frequency response of the transfer function is plotted both
 
in magnitude and phase in logarithmic frequency increments in two parts.
 
In Figure 6(a) the gain in db is plotted as a logarithmic function of'
 
frequency. This plot has 50 points per decade over the-range of 10 Thz 
to 1 Mhz. In Figure 6(b) the phase in degrees isoplotted as a logdrith­
mic function of frequency. This plot also ha7 50 points per decade-' 
,over the same range,. The actual program is 'listed as AppendixA of 
this.thesis, and tabulated computer output for points plotted ,as C in
 
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) is included as Appendix B. Figure 6 dem6nstrates
 
the tunability relationship as derived in equation (53), and demonstrates
 




Now, the network may be reevaluated ina form expected for
 




First, the voltmeter used to measure the output has an input
 
impedance of 10 megohms shunted by 25 picofarads, and secondly, the 
capacitance to substrate of the channel is approximately 17.-04 pico­
farads and finally the series impedance of the voltage source may be
 
assumed to be approximately 10 megohms. These test condition approxi­
mations are presented symbolically in Figure 7 and have been applied
 
to the computer program and have been analyzed and plotted as Figure S. 
Figure 8(a) is then the magnitude of the transfer function expected to 
be measured and Figure 8(b) is the phase. The-actual computer data for 
------ ---- ------- - --- ---- --- --------
- - - - -
------ ------ ------- ----
--- --- ---- - -- - - - --- -- -- ----------- --- -  -- -------
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(a) Magnitude of transfer function versus frequency.
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(b) Phase of transfer function versus frequency.
 
Figure 6.- Computed'frequency response.
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(b)haseof tran~fer function versus frequency. 
Figure 8.- Measurement condition computed frequency response. 
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points plotted as C in Figure 8 is also included in Appendix B. From
 
this it is clear that the device will have an upper useful limit in the
 
low megahertz range because of both resistive and capacitive loading
 
and substrate leakage. These results also indicate that if the device
 








Test sample devices were fabricated to demonstrate the null
 
effect. This chapter will discuss the actual procedures followed in
 
preparing the devices for test.
 
The devices were prepared on 100 mil X 100 mil chips with approx­
imately 32 expected devices per processed wafer. They were prepared by
 
a typical overlay process, such as the one described by H. Bierman.13
 
The fabrication steps for such a process are explained in detail in
 
Figure 9. This fabrication regime is essentially an-overlay masking
 
-process which is flexible in control, and is composed of & etches, one'
 
oxidation, and one source-drain diffusion. . 
Photo masks were designed fabricatedj photo Teduced, and step 
and repeated, using the dimensions outlined it Chapter IL, The oxida­
tion and diffusion steps were planned to achieve the resulting device 
pair., Magnified photographs of each of the four 'finalmasks ar
 
included as Figure 10. An Aristo stabilene cutting table was used in
 
the cutting of the original masks. A David W. Mann 1003 photo-reduction 
camera at a reduction of 1OX was used-to prepare step and repeat masters. 
A David W. Mann 992A master reticule alignment microscope was used to 
align the master plates for use in a, David Mann Type 1080 step and 
repeat camera, set at a lOX reduction. The results were patterns of
 
100 mill square devices on a 2" X 2" Kodak high resolution plates which 
were used as masters. From these.masters, contact prints were made
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(a) P-TYPE HOST SUBSTRATE 
0WITH 10,000 AOF THERMALLY 
GROWN SiO2 





FIRST OX IDE ETCH; THIS 
ETCH DETERMINES GATE 
OXIDE THICKNESS AND 
LENGTH
 
Figure 9.- Typical MOS fabrication regime.
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(C), 	 CONCLUS ION OF FIRST OXIDE 
ETCH; AREAS RAISED ARE. 
20000A HIGH,; THIS HEIGHT 
DETERM INES FI NAL GATE 
OX IDE TH ICKNESS AND 
LENGTH 
(d) PHOTO RESIST APPLIED', 
EXPOSED, AND DEVELOPED; 
SUBSTRATE PREPARED FOR 
SECOND OXI'DE ETCH,; THIS 
ETCH DETERMINES FINAL 
GATE OXIDE TH ICKNESS AND 
WIDTH AS WELL AS OPENS 
SUBSTRATE REGIONS FOR 
SOURCE-DRAIN DIFFUSIONS 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(e) CONCLUSION OF SECOND OXIDE 
ETCH; SOURCE-DRAIN DIFFUSION 
WINDOWS EXPOSED, CHANNEL 
LENGTHS AND WIDTHS FIXED., 
GATE OXIDE THICKNESS FIXED 
AT 20000A 
(f) SOURCE-DRAIN DIFFUSION 
COMPLETED; METALLIZATION 
'WINDOWS" PHOTO-RESISTED, 
'MASKED, EXPOSED,, DEVELOPED, 
AND ETCHED OF!REGROWN OXIDE;, 
ALUMI NVUM GATE AND INTER-
CONNECTION METArL'IZATION. 
VACUUM DEPOSITED, PHOTO-
RESI.STED, MASKED, EXPOSED, 
DEVELO.PED, AND ETCHED. LEAVING 
COMPLETED CIRCUITS; PROCESSING 
REMAINING ISt TO- VACUUM DEPOSIT 
GOLD. SUBSTRATE CONNECTION ON 
















Figure 10.- Four final masks. 
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also onto a 2" x 2" Kodak high resolution plates for subsequent produc­
tion runs.
 
The wafers used were 1 ohm cm ± 10 per cent p-type and were
 
supplied from Electronic Materials Inc. A copy of their boule evalua­
tion report is included as Appendix C. The individual wafers were',
 
prepared for use by standard procedures referred to in the literature
1 4
 
and reproduced in Appendix D.
 
The first production lot consisted of twelve w~fers,, On these 
wafers the first oxide was grown in a standard oxidizing furnace shovn ­
in Figure 11. The furnace temperature was 12006 C'± 10 C. The water 
temperature was 750 C or a partial pressure of 289torr, and the time 
for the actual oxidation was 190 minutes expecting,to grown l6000Z. 
The wafers were initially heated to furnace ,operating temperature in 
an oxidizing environment for minimal oxidation then the water vapor 
was put into the gas flow. 'At the conclusion of the oxidation the 
wafers were annealed for 30 minutes in dry nitrogen to remove dissolved 
water from the oxide. 1 5 The wafers were then coated with Shipley 
AZ-1350 photo-resist which was applied and used according to the manu­
facturer's instructions and briefly outlined in Appendix E. 
The first etch was done using a calibrated etch to remove 2000a
 
of oxide referred to in Appendix F.16 The second photo making step
 
was followed as outlined in the process, and when the substrate was
 
exposed in the desired diffusion areas, the etch was stopped quickly.
 
The source-drain diffusion was carried out in a one step process in a
 
Hevi-Duty furnace at a temperature of 11000 C for a 50 minute deposition
 










FUSED QUARTZ WAFER 
RESISTANCE HEATER 
BOAT 
Figure ll.- Diagram of oxidation system. 
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step and no drive diffusion. The dopant in the gas flow was 50 parts
 
per million of phosphine.. The total flow was 1000 cc/min with 47 cc/min
 
of 02 flowing and the balance nitrogen. The P205 glass growth
 
was expected to be approximately 1000a. A picture of the diffusion
 
furnace and the gas flow control panel are included as Figure 12. The.
 
metallization "windows" were then etched into the 'regrown oxide iii the
 
source drain regions, by use of the etch in Appendix F, 
The aluminum metallization was applied by evaporation in a 
Vacuum at a pressure of approximately 5 X 10,6 torr from a tungsten 
filament which had been cleaned according to procedures found in the 
literature1 7 and outlined in Appendix D. The aluminum was heated to 
,2500 C after evaporation for adherence purposes, then was photo masked 
and etched in an acidic aluminum etch whose composition is found in. 
the literature18 and as included in A1pendix F. The aluminum was then 
simultaneously sintered to the silicon dioxide and alloyed with the 
silicon by heating to-4600 C for 5 minutes in a vacuum of approximately 
5 x i0-6 torr. The aluminum was sintered to the silicon dioxide for 
adherence and bonding purposes., It was alloyed with the silicon to 
form ohmic contacts with desired substrate areas. Finally gold was 
similarly vapor deposited on the back of the wafer and sequentially 
alloyed by heating for 2 minutes to 3200 C. This was done to allow for 
substrate bonding and contacting. The contacts to the surface were 
checked for ohmic properties by evaporating a layer of the test metal 
over all the surface, then alloying it and then ,abrading it away 
through the center of the wafer and finally measuring a low resistance 
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METALLURGMICAL -SSAJUNCTION PSUBSTRATE 





N-BREAKTHROUGHDIFFUS-ION N-SOURCE-DRAIN,--. SOURCE-DRAIN UREA 
I DIFFUSION 




(b) Source-drain-area c-ross section. 





DIIFFUOSION CHANNEL AREA 
METALLURG ICAL I P-SUBSTRATEVB JUNCTIONN--­
(a) Channel area cross section.
 
SMETALLIZED GATE 
p4. SiO 2 INSULATOR
 
VB N-BREAKTHROUGH N-SOURCE-B DIFFUSION ,I DRAIN 
METALL URG ICAL SOURCE-DRA INAREA JUNCTION -DIJFFUSION 
P-SUBSTRATE 
(b) Source drain area cross section.
 
Figure 25.- Inversion layer development under applied bias.
 
area of the actual physical junctions. These source drain diffusions 
are connected physically to the breakthrough diffusion and then further 
to the-cleaved edges of the die. This junction would then have a 
surface area of 0.01 square inches which is considerable, and in 
addition it would be connected directly to the scribed and broken edges 
which add to a total length of 0.4 inches. Fitzgerald and Grove, in 
the already cited Reference, 21 describe this region as a very intense 
region of dislocation defects and -characterizedby an extremely high 
carrier generation rate. It is proposed that these edges, where the 
extreme damage is, and where the junction has been scribed and broken
 
through are the-sites that cause the poor diode-characteristics.
 
From this failure, it is recommended that more care be taken
 
in calibration of etches, and simultaneously by checking one substrate
 
from each processing batch to be certain that the step was correct
 




Testing of the Second Lot of Devices
 
A second batch of 24 wafers was processed following the same
 
procedures as outlined for the first lot except that the first etch for
 
one sample was checked to be sure that 2000 'of oxide was removed
 
prior to further processing. The diffusion for another sample was also
 
checked by beveling and staining prior tosubsequent.proce~sing. Ten
 
wafers remained at the conclusion of processing. The insulating oxides
 
were checked to be insulating, and 'he source drain diffusions Were
 
65 
checked to have reverse leakages in the order of microamperes to approx­
imately 30 volts reverse bias. Testing was initiated on one of the
 
successful chips and a voltage dependent null was found. The data was 
collected with apparatus conceptually siilar to that in Figure 17. 
The exceptions were that VA and V1 were both set with Fluke Voltage/ 
Current Calibrators, Model No. 382A, and the oscillator us'ed was a 
Hewlett-Packard Signal Generator, Model 606A. The data was taken by 
first setting the frequency, then nulling the detector by adjudsting, 
the bias supplies. The actual test data has been tabulated in Appendix G
 
and the frequency versus bias voltage relationship has'been plotted as 
Figure 26. A least squares analysis was done on the data to find the
 
-dependence of the bias voltages on the null frequencies for the one
 
device tested. These linear dependencies and the correlation coefficients
 
are- also found on Figure 26.
 
This data, indicates tw.ounriexpecte results. The effective
 
circuit Q is much lower than was expected, and the two bias curves are
 
neither coincident nor parallel. The lack of coincidence and parallelism
 
may be, explained on a, geometrical basis. Dimensional stability was 
apparently not maintained through processing, and therefore the shapes
 
of the curves are substantially different than expected. The low
 
effective Q, howevery cannot be readily explained, except to note that
 
even for signal levels of the order of half a volt, that 60 db below
 
this is in the tens of microvolt range and such detection levels are
 
difficult because of the limited dynamic range available. That is, if
 









= 0.12386 fnull ( Khz ) ­ 6.81620 
Correlation Coefficient 0.99699 
=0.24139 fnull ( Khz ) ­ 13.99841 





4 - 0 VVA 
-2 0 
u 50 60 70' 80. 90, 100 
Null Frequency,' Khz 
Figure 26.- Bias versus-frequency 
110' 120 130J 
C 
detector, the null could possibly-have been adjusted sharper, then 





From this work it has been demonstrated -that the tunable "novel" 
distributed R-C notch filter may be reasonably physically approximated
 
by a pair of suitably designed and fabricated field effect transistors
 




It is strongly recommended that this work be carried to a
 
successful conclusion. It is recommended that, first, work be done
 
towards further quantitative evaluation of the apparently successful
 
prototype test specimen, then work be done towards use of this new
 
device as a discrete five terminal network in practical circuits, and
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110 IF N/IO-(N-1/101 125,125,115
 
























CONSTRUCT 1 LINE OF ABSCISSA GRAPH LINES
 






CHANGE NUMERICAL DATA TO LETTERS
 


























165 WRITE (7,1701 NLINEY(1,N)
 
170 FORMAT I1X,14,IOIAI,IX, E1Z.51
 
- GO To 185
 




SEX LINE VARIABLES TO ZERO
 





















































































CR(1,1IAR (1,1)*RR(1, 1) AR( 1,2 ISBR(2 il)
 























































































130 IF (IN.EQ.I] GO TO 140
 










































































155 FORMAT (1HO,19HOISTRIBUTED NETWORK,12,5X,13,9H SECTIONS,5X,
 








































176 FORMAT(IHOI7HRESISTANCE/SECT.=, E15.8,5X. 
I 18HCAPACITANCE/SECT.-,E15.8) 
GO TO 199 
180 READ 165,ALFRARBCACB 
IF (ALFI 182,182,185 
182 IF (RBI 184,164,183 
183 ALE ALOG (PB)-ALOG IRA) 
GO TO 185 
184 ALF=ALOG (CAI-ALOG (CB) 
185 DIV=DIV-1. 
























































































































































95 DO q4 I=INGAIN
 









90 FORMAT (1XtNO.12*, SOURCE AT NODES*I3,2H -.13
 




































103 IF (CA.EO.0I GO TO 113
 





























163 FnR4AT (IHO,41IVALUFS OF FREQUENCY ARE INRADIANSISECOND
 







































123 FORMAT( 1HO,13PLOG FR-o PLOTI5,21IH POINTS/DEC FROM 1O**,I2,
 














GO TO 128 
127 FREO=XL4(NLG,LDGI.NGI 
128 IF(FkIO-FB-.O001) 1Z9,129,139 










133 	 NNN=NN+1 
DO 131 I=LNNN 
D0 131 J=,NNN 
131 YR(IJI-(O..O. 
DO 132 T=I,ND 
KD=I 
132 CALL YDIST 
DO 134 I=INN 

























IF (XPUN.GT.)'PUNCH 200,IX,FPEQHRADVXMVXMOBPHSD 
200 FORMAT (14.1X,5E15.8l 
IF (LMAG) 137,137,136 
136 Y(JXIXI=VXP*SCALE 
GO TO 135 
137 Y(JIX)=VXMDR*SCALE
 











































172 WRITC (7,173) SCALE,LTR
 




174 WRITE 47,1751 SCALELTR
 






146 IF (LPHS) 183,183,184
 
14 WRITE (7.185)1 SCALPLTR 
185 FORMAT (1H1,21HPHASE(DEG), SCALED BY,E9.2,5XSAIO/I




DLANET OUTPUT FROM SIMULATIONS 
1. - Tabulated Output for Idealized Case 
OISTRTRUTFD FILTER IDEALIZED CASE
 
4 NODES 2 DISTRIBUTED SUBNETWORKS
 
1 GAIN ELIMENTS OF VCVS TYPE
 






DiSTRIBUTFO NETWORK 1 50 SFCTIONS CONNECTED TO NODES 1 3 4 
irA . RESISTANCE= 2.16300000+06 TOTAL CAPACITANCE= 8.232O0OO0E2: 
RESISTANCE/SECT.= 4.32600000E+04 CAPACITANCE/SECT.= 1.646400OOE-13 
DISTRIBUTED NETWORK 2 50 SECTIONS CONNECTED TO NODES 4 5 5 
TOTAL RESISTANCE= 1.21500000E+05 TOTAL CAPACITANCE=,q.68000COE-18, 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. - Tabulated Output for Measurement Condition Simulated Case 
DISTRIBUTED FILTFR WITY PARASITICS AND VOLTMETEP LOADING
 
5 NODES 2 DISTRIBUTED SUBNETWORKS
 
I GAIN ELEM=NTS OF VCVS TYPE 
NO. I. SOURCE AT NOO7S 2 ­ 0. CONTROL VOLTAGE AT NODES 3 - 0, SUPRESS NODE GCAIN 1.QCO0 0 9+O0 
LUMPED EIE(*NTS
 
NODES R qdMS) C(FARADS)
 
1 4 1.Vt3Fl+07 -P.
 
3 0 t.03CiOC7 -0.
 
3 C -3. 2.500E-11
 
3 3 - P.52CE-12
 




DISTRIBUTEO NETWORK 1 . 50 SECTIONS CONNECTED TO NODES 4 3 5 
TOTAL kESISTANCE= 2.163000E*06 TOTAL CAPACITANCE= 8.23200000E-12 
RESISTANCE/SECT.= 4.32600000t+04 CAPACITANCE/SECT.= 1.64640000E-13 
DISTRIBUTED NETWORK 2 50 SECTIONS CONNECTED TO NODES 5 6 6 
TOTAL RESISTANCE= 1.215C0000+05 TOTAL CAPhCITANCE= 1.61800000E-18 













































































































































































































































































TX FREQ(Hz l 
. .... 7.@ R AO.VXR 1.44824999E-04 -7.67e31293E+O1 1.364 E+O;.02'_.  .585T7575E 04 .7.6628347E+05 3 9E044 09A
VX M(OB) PH ASR Y 
46 '* ' .Y3-171 +06 5.22612591E+05 •8.31877175E-05 -8.15S88158E+01 1.32555527E 02 
48 ,. 0 7333 E+!05 3. 57686384E-05---8. 8 b2f - E+01.1_0_083.E - f§ 1-f.287646i48E=+
 
49g 9. 54992_586 +04-_-- 6 _0093E+5 1.5139E0 -9.560-5F E42E+01 1.2YV89E0 +02
 
So _.__o0_0OOOOE+05. 6. 28318531E+05 55460346E-07! "' - .73865
I 1. -1167-60 E 02 e-' 
l5 - 1,471285E05 6.5793027fi-E+05 1 -9.69F6-5403E 01 -5893 "'-+--­- "'4-1472812 E-05 

!1-52 "1 .06 6"4.-T8--05 6.889g37569E+05 '2.6194023BE-05 -9.1635955 86+01 -S.95Tf-f3-3E0
 
5-3" 1. 14815362E+O 5 ___7. 21406196E05.. 3.63311086E-05 -8.747E01 -. 3-0-1631 7-E-+1
 
-EF MUMZ-+0O-'- --- o70 T965SrDE---5 - '
 
'72 ... +0 2 '75....2Z870.Io'7 "0 32 -3E+0 . ... 5 5 5-7--E-05 . ."- 8.4a5 9Z48""95E+01 . . -'*1 8.3" E+
 
73 28035( 5.....182"0E+6- 6.1303l"E-OF5 "---8,'45 '88334Esg{r+ ... --. 3 / OOO38E'+O'
 
7!ffi" 3.0199T "77E+05" -- "'I;8979163E¥06- 5.077139 5E-29 -8.587621"4JE+-O1 ----- r'9' 278OS4'rE+OW
 
75"3162776 +5 9. -U"817E65 S ".. .8"3'5 0 ...- .2 2"- ": r-'-2 4"-"81"PT
 
6'6--' E~56f7E+0"-" :- ff2""46 5 -8---T-6- -6-GO-4-0qrz-+VX"66 
"6f ""3 112 +O "-- --.- 0 2742E+06-:" "'263 7- S- ""E 6¢---; ---- #l'°
 f7,-7355 0 "2109896""8E+06 "' ,0 7 -5 ";87135E+01 " ,7676+
 
62 38199EQ"" YE .8803+6" 3.81800E-5 923-6+5- -79,795899769E+0
 
71 z.08113E+05 - -.;1"490522e+06 2,87420'520E'05" 9037" O-"-l03399E0 
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APPENDIX C 
ELECTRONIC MATERIALS INC. BOTJTE EVALUATION 
ELECTRONIC MATERIALS, INC' 









Customer Order No. Y i 2-666 7 Diameter:, Minimum , 9 99 " 
EMr Order No. Maximum C a 
Number of'pieces 33 a Thickness: Minimum DC a -
Resistivity , - / / Maximum , 00/0 
Lifetime 
Dopant o,- o " p. 
tentrioi c/ (/J 
Finish L si-
EPD (5-point count system) - 0 -Oc 
"Slippage __ c__ S
 
REMWARKS: Slices. hav, loon ch&,'-o', tn-rn AQI. (, 41 on g-Jii('kncss l rraUielcv and defects.
 





Cleaning of Silicon Prior to Oxidationl
4
 
1. 	Clean ultrasonically in trichlorethylene.
 
2. 	Rinse in acetone.
 
3. 	Copperplate in a solution of 200g CAS04 and 10 ml., 48 per cent
 
diluted to 1 liter with H29. This step omitted, instead the
 
wafers were boiled in trihiorethylene for 30 minutes, then rinsed
 
in methanol. 	 . 
4. 	Rinse in deionized water:
 
5. 	Heat in nitric acid at 800 C for 20 minutes.
 
6. 	Flush in deionized water.
 
7. 	Boil in 30 per cent H202 for 10 minutes. This step omitted, instead
 




8. 	Flush in deionized water.
 
Cleaning of Tungsten Filament and Aluminum Prior to Evaporation17
 
1. 	Boil in trichlorethylene for 3 minutes.
 
2. 	Rinse in acetone.
 
3. 	Dry and load into vacuum.
 
4., 	 Outgas filament by heating in vacuum to above evaporation 
temperature. 
5. 	Boil aluminum charge in trichlorethylene, rinse in acetone, dry,
 








Initial Condition of Substrate: Clean and Dry
 
1. 	Place substrate on photo-resist spinner.
 
2. 	Blow off any surface dust with research grade nitrogen.
 
3. 	Drop several drops of Shipley AZ1350 Photo Resist, which has been
 




4. 	Accelerate the wafer slowly (5 sec) to 2700 rpm.
 
5. 	Stop the rotation.
 
6. 	Reapply several more drops of filtered photo resist.
 




8. 	 Stop the rotation ani remove the wafer. 
9. 	 Dry the wafer for 5 minutes under a 250-watt infrared bulb at
 
12 inches above the substrate.
 
10. 	Expose resist through proper mask under a Sylvania "Sun Gun"' 
type lamp of 625 watts at 12 inches for 15seconds. 
11. 	 Develop the image in Shipley'developer mixed according to label 
instructions for-5 seconds. - . I 
12. 	Stop the development quickly in water. . 
13. 	 Dry the substrate by blowing it with research grde nitrogen.
 





15. 	Etch as required.
 
16. 	Soak resist in remover which has been mixed according to label
 







Buffered Etch for Si0216 (80OX/min) 
40 gm NH4F 
60 ml H20 
9 ml 48 per cent F 
Acidic Etch for Aluminum1 8 
2 vol H20 
1 vol H1N0 5 
1 vol Acetic Acid 







Nwbr fnullp VAY VBY I
G 
Number v v db 
1 130 9.230 16.930 -43 11.7 
2 120 8.158 15.060 -43 13.0 
3 119.5 7.513 13.962 -42 11.5 
4 115 7.441 13.962 -4o 10.0 
5 100 5.548 10.436 -41 9.1 
6 99 5.620 X0.542 -41 10.0 
7 99 5.548 io436 -42 10.4 
8 90 4.400 &.268 -41 9-5 
9 89.1 4.039 6.981 -18 2 
10 84.5 3.720 6.981 -4o 9 
11 8o 3.152 5.828 -4o 8.2 
12 75 2.016 3.455 -39 8.5 
13 71.5 2.000 2.760 728 x 
14 60 o.61o 0.096 -38 6.1 
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